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The show is also non-stop action, so you don’t need to worry about falling asleep during a late-night binge. Fiction in which events evoke a feeling of dread in both the characters and the reader. The show also sheds some light on the real issues US prisons face, and how the inmates have to deal with most of them by themselves. Fiction of such brevity
that it supports no subplots. Seriously, don’t wait any longer. Tell your friends about Stoplearn.com. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. But, as much as I love to re-read my favorite books until they fall apart in my hands, reading the same story over and over again probably isn't going to vastly expand your intelligence. Reading a book can take you to
other countries, times, and dimensions. We’ve locked down the best show per each genre on Netflix so that you can just jump to whatever you like best and find the next show to curl up in bed with.Comedy – The OfficeCan you believe there are still people who haven’t seen The Office? Based on the comic book hero of the same name, it’s set in the
Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) – which is a selling point in of itself – and takes place in Harlem, New York. Well, pick up a book from that genre and see if you can't fight that judgment with some good old fashioned reading. Narration demonstrating a useful truth, especially in which animals speak as humans; legendary, supernatural tale. But if
you take even the tiniest step outside of your comfort zone, you might find that you can like more than one genre at once. Watch The Office. stupid. A great book is a great book, no matter where it's shelved. Anthony Bourdain is also a pleasant host, with a voice many find soothing and commentary that sheds fascinating light on both the history and
the make-up of the dishes shown on screen. then it's time to maybe try something new. Discuss.READING ASSIGNMENT1 Exam Focus by J.O.J. Nwachukwu Agbada et al, pgs 1-10.2 Essential Literature-in-English for S.S.S. by Ibitola A.O., pgs 4-25.Join Discussion Forum and do your assignment: Find questions at the end of each lesson, Click here
to discuss your answers in the forum For advert placement/partnership, write ask@stoplearn.com Download our free Android Mobile application: Save your data when you use our free app. So don't let your dislike of one YA vampire romance ruin every YA vampire romance for you.10Your own writing will improveWhether you're writing the next great
American novel or agonizing over an email to your boss, reading a new genre will give you some new vocabulary words. Most books can easily fall under two or three genres, and a book's official genre is really just one person's opinion of what the book is about. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Full-length novels with plot, subplot(s),
theme(s), major and minor characters, in which the narrative is presented in (usually blank) verse form. I, for one, will read just about anything with a map on the inside cover or anything that involves a robot learning how to love. Some people insist that they only read "literary" fiction, which generally means that the story is about an unhappy middle
aged English professor of some kind. That is, works of oral literature can be classified as drama, prose or poetry. Maybe that Gothic romance makes you want to walk out on the windswept moors. It also has LGBT representation in it if that is something you look for, and if not it’s very enjoyable regardless. Fiction with strange or other worldly settings
or characters; fiction which invites suspension of reality. We are interested in promoting FREE learning. Or pointless, or overdone, or boring, or too sad/scary/difficult. I once read about four Vonneguts in a row and then spent a week feeling crushing despair over the human condition. Plus, you'll start to notice the ways in which genres differ and
(more likely) the ways in which they blend.6You’ll discover new favoritesDon't judge a book by its cover (or its genre, or its film adaptation). Fiction dealing with the solution of a crime or the unraveling of secrets. Or pretentious. Questions: Literature List Staff | LiteratureList@cde.ca.gov | 916-323-6269 Last Reviewed: Monday, May 24, 2021
Loading PreviewSorry, preview is currently unavailable. No subscription. Pick up a work of historical nonfiction, or a graphic novel memoir, or a political satire, and give your brain some new material to chew on.3You’ll be less judgmentalBe honest: in your secret judgmental heart, there's at least one genre that you think is just a little bit... The same
goes for romance, thrillers, nonfiction, poetry, YA dystopia, and every other genre under the sun. And these branches of literature include: Drama, Prose, and Poetry. Here are a few reasons why you should try reading a new genre of book.I mean, sure, if you like light-hearted show biz memoirs, you don't necessarily have to go straight from Tina Fey's
Bossypants to Frank Herbert's Dune. Story based on impact of actual, imagined, or potential science, usually set in the future or on other planets. But if you're eating pork buns for every meal while dressed from head to toe in fuchsia... We all have our comfort reads. You might also find that reading graphic novels helps your visual storytelling
abilities, or that YA comedies help you talk to your cool younger cousin, or that romance novels seriously up your text flirting skills.11You’ll be inspired to try new thingsOK, so maybe you're not going to try to "do" Cheryl Strayed's Wild and go live in the woods until you have a cathartic experience. Don't miss out on amazing reads just because of the
sticker on a book's spine.2You’ll be smarterIt's no secret that reading makes you smarter (and more empathetic, and probably handsomer). If you like high-stakes drama, hedonism and crime shows, Narcos is perfect for you. Informational text dealing with an actual, real-life subject. It also doesn’t help that the opening song is absolutely killer.Crime –
NarcosFollowing the path of Colombian drug cartels, this show is dark, gritty and marvelously twisty. Your mind needs a varied diet of books to stay sharp.8Everyone will suddenly like youOK, maybe not EVERYBODY. Picking up a new genre means you're giving yourself thousands of brand new worlds to explore.5You’ll understand your favorite genre
betterBooks aren't terribly good at staying in one genre. Factual information presented in a format which tells a story. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. A short literary composition that reflects the author's outlook or point. Reading forces you to actually think about other people and imagine yourself in their shoes. Because it
does.Superheroes – Luke CageMarvel’s Luke Cage is one of the most critically acclaimed shows available on Netflix right now, and for good reason. Some people like their armchair mysteries, or their historical fiction time travel romances. Embrace life outside of your comfort zone. Each season stands on its own two feet as an independent horror
telling. or its affiliates In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human. Right now. But that one friend who's been bugging you to read Game of Thrones for months will definitely appreciate your new-found love of the high fantasy genre.9You’ll realize that “genre” is kind of meaninglessSeriously. The line Cage
toes between hero and villain is the most compelling part of the series, so if you’re a fan of grey morality and tough choices, Luke Cage is definitely going to enrapture you. Food – Anthony Bourdain: Parts UnknownThough Anthony Bourdain’s passing was a tragic loss both for the food scene and the world in general, his legacy lives on through this
travel and food show he filmed from 2013 to his death. You might discover that a new genre is actually your new favorite. And there's nothing wrong with having a favorite genre, just like there's nothing wrong with having a favorite food or a favorite color. As surprising as it may seem, it’s true, and if you are one of those people, let this be your final
push towards checking out the TV comedy classic. A little bit Breaking Bad, a little bit The Heist, Narcos is sure to be enjoyable by fans of nitty-gritty crime.Supernatural – American Horror StoryWith seven seasons American Horror Story could intimidate a more casual viewer, but not to worry. Plus, did we mention it has an amazing soundtrack?
Public address or discourse. Here's why you should embark on a new reading adventure:1You’re missing out on great booksI won't promise that you're going to love every sci-fi novel ever written, but I will promise that there is at least one sci-fi novel out there that you will love, even if you find aliens and silver jumpsuits vaguely silly. Narrative
literary works whose content is produced by the imagination and is not necessarily based on fact. Dark and light and full of twists, it has a character for everyone to love. Click picture to download. Though intended for mature audiences, American Horror Story can be enjoyed by anyone over fifteen with enough spunk to stand up to the creeptastic
show it puts on. "Genre" can be a pretty meaningless social construct (it's no mistake that "genre" and "gender" come from the same root word). Read a new genre. MORE FROM BLOGLINES Stories composed in verse or prose, usually for theatrical performance, where conflicts and emotion are expressed through dialogue and action. GENERAL
EVALUATION/REVISION QUESTIONS1 Represent the genres of literature on a diagram.2 Why is the term ‘genre’ used for written literature?WEEKEND ASSIGNMENTA term used in describing an effective choice of words in a literary work is (a) diphthong (b) diction (c) denotation (d) dialogueThe moment of heightened tension in a play is called
(a) denouement (b) denotation(c) conflict (d) climax‘I listened as the car screeched and squelched its tyres on the road; and mangy dogs roared and howled before I took another step.’ The above sentence is an example of the use of(a) Onomatopoeia (b) Oxymoron (c) Enjambment (d) MetonymyA figure of speech in which a part stands for a whole or a
whole for a part is referred to as (a) Personification (b) Partition (c) Synecdoche (d) MetonymyAnother term for the denouement of a play or story is (a) Reference (b) Interlude(c) Inference (d) ResolutionTHEORYIn your own words, define the three genres of literature.‘Genre’ has existed in the oral literature. If you have as much trouble choosing what
to watch as us, look no further. Story that can actually happen and is true to life. Story with fictional characters and events in a historical setting. It is important to note that in the oral literature before the advent or introduction of the writing skill, these genres of literature have unconsciously existed. Fantasy books borrow from political thrillers,
horror stories steal from fairy tales, autobiographies occasionally veer into fiction. It’s based on the true story of Pablo Escobar. Just because a book has vampires in it (or no vampires, depending on your taste), it doesn't mean that it can't resonate with you on a personal level. I'm not saying that you have to muscle your way through The Scarlet
Letter and pretend to like it. The word ‘genre’ is a technical notation for the different branches or arms of literature. All Nonfiction Narrative of a person's life, a true story about a real person. If you’re a foodie and love seeing different cultures’ takes on dishes, this show is perfect for you. And who doesn't want more favorite books to obsessively reread?7You’ll get out of that rut you’re inWe all get stuck in a reading rut every once in a while. Click the share button below!Related Studio Monkey/Shutterstock Netflix’s ever-growing repertoire means that there’s something for everyone, but it also means a seemingly endless list of media that can be intimidating. But you are going to find yourself
tempted to try new things. Fiction full of fun, fancy, and excitement, meant to entertain; but can be contained in all genres Story, sometimes of a national or folk hero, which has a basis in fact but also includes imaginative material. The songs, stories, myths, and proverbs of a people or "folk" as handed down by word of mouth. Invariably, works of oral
literature serve as source or raw materials for written literature. Verse and rhythmic writing with imagery that creates emotional responses. If you’re usually turned off by sitcoms, don’t let that stop you – The Office is no regular sitcom, and its deadpan humor makes for jokes that are still being echoed by people all over the world years later. Or that
comedian's memoir inspires you to try comedy. Legend or traditional narrative, often based in part on historical events, that reveals human behavior and natural phenomena by its symbolism; often pertaining to the actions of the gods. Or, if you're worried that you are too stupid/smart/old/young to read a certain genre, stop judging yourself and give it
a try.4You’ll have a broader worldviewReading is the cheapest way to travel. And this can be represented in a diagram. Story about fairies or other magical creatures, usually for children. Read widely, and you might get more of the references in your own favorite books. Go.Drama – Orange Is the New BlackAnother popular title, this show is full of
both humor and drama, following the lead Piper as she enters the twisted world of women’s prison. Humorous story with blatant exaggerations, swaggering heroes who do the impossible with nonchalance. Or maybe that slice of life "literary fiction" novel makes you want to write your own slice of life "literary fiction" novels.
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